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Abstract: Culture is the most critical thing when driving innovation. This paper aims to discuss the
counter-hegemony of Drama Gong against modern entertainment arts today with the dynamics of
openness innovation. The research method used is qualitative and uses triangulation analysis. Basic
qualitative data were obtained by examining two stories of Drama Gong, namely: (1) Angling Dharma
(the 1980s) and (2) Jayaprana (2020). Data were collected through observation, document review, and
interviews with artists and art observers of the Drama Gong culture of Bali. Qualitative descriptive
analysis was carried out by applying the theory of semiotics and the theory of symbolic interaction.
The results showed that to maintain its existence since the 1980s Drama Gong performance art
has been revitalized as a form of counter-hegemony to today’s modern entertainment arts. The
counter-hegemony concerns three things, namely: (1) the innovation of Drama Gong performance
art, (2) the application of new technology to support the packaging and performance of the Drama
Gong, and (3) efforts to maintain the function of the Drama Gong as a way to teach Balinese culture.

Keywords: Drama Gong; hegemony; entertainment; cultural art innovation; digital media

1. Introduction

Historically, the forerunner of Drama Gong has been around since the late 1950s, a
form of the mixture (hybridity) of Western theater, theatrical, stambul, and Janger (Balinese
youth dance) [1,2]. The performance is accompanied by Balinese gamelan, dialogue in
mixed Indonesian and Balinese languages, and the performers wear traditional Balinese
clothes. Since this performance art is a mixture of traditional and modern, it is referred to
as “classical drama” or just “drama” [3,4].

Every year in Bali there is always an art parade from eight districts on the island of
Bali [5], and the staging event is held in the center of Denpasar City. The name of the venue
is “Art Center,” so named because it is the center of art showcasing art from all regions in
Bali [6]. Every year Drama Gong is staged at this annual event, with a large audience that
fills the performance area that accommodates thousands of people [4].

The dimming of the traditional performing arts of the Drama Gong means the weak-
ening of the inheritance of traditional values by future generations in Bali. From a cultural
point of view, the dimming of the Drama Gong life means that one of these traditional
performing arts is threatened with extinction. The extinction of the Drama Gong also means
the loss of traditional media that can preserve Balinese language and literature [7]. In
every Drama Gong performance there are always moral messages, both concerning tattwa
(philosophy) and morals (ethics). These messages can be conveyed openly or vulgarly
or be wrapped or packaged in satirical language [8]. As time went by, in 1986 Drama
Gong began to fade, and even in 1990 the staging of Drama Gong was rare or did not
exist [9]. The major changes that have occurred in Bali are influenced by external factors
that have brought big changes towards the adoption of technology in daily life in Bali [10].
Meanwhile, the internal factor is the lack of management in the body of the Drama Gong,
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including human resources and marketing [11,12]. There needs to be innovation in the
Drama Gong environment—openness of innovation will maintain sustainability [13,14].
Around the 2000s the Drama Gong appeared again with a slight innovation, using televi-
sion and YouTube media, but it did not progress because it was still unable to compete
with modern digital entertainment [15].

The entertainment that is currently available, in all forms of digital media, has a hege-
monic role over the existence of Drama Gong and other local cultural arts [16]. Technology
that is not properly managed will threaten moral degradation and this is what is happening
in Indonesia because the younger generation is increasingly leaving the culture inherited
by their predecessors. Based on this phenomenon, it can be seen that the decline of dramas
such as Drama Gong as a traditional media that can be used as a medium for moral ed-
ucation has attracted the attention of various parties [17–19]. Openness of innovation is
very necessary in maintaining the cultural arts of Drama Gong. Innovation in all sectors
of Drama Gong management is indeed necessary so that this Balinese folk drama does
not perish with the times. Technology can be adopted and utilized as a whole in the art of
Drama Gong.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Drama Gong Art and Culture

Drama Gong is a form of traditional Balinese art which is a combination of drama or
play (legend) accompanied by Balinese musical instruments consisting of many musical
instruments played together. The public realized that the political tragedy that resulted in
the killing of thousands of Balinese people also involved janger performance art which is
used as a propaganda tool [20,21].

Balinese people since the tragedy will not dare to show performing arts [22,23]. This
condition ultimately has had a major impact on religious ceremonies in Bali which always
include performing arts in their implementation. The idea of making a drama show
emerged from the youths from Abianbase village, Gianyar regency in Bali under the
leadership of Anak Agung Raka Payad. This drama was performed for the first time at
an odalan ceremony at Pura Puseh (temple) Gianyar, 24 February 1966. Then a cultural
figurehead in Bali named I Gusti Nyoman Bagus Panji declared that the official name was
Drama Gong [24]. In a very short time, the Drama Gong became a popular show in public
life, from the 1970s to the 1980s [25]. Drama Gong performance is used to raise funds
to rebuild art activities in the village. Compared to other traditional Balinese theaters,
Drama Gong is seen as more modern in terms of its performance because it is familiar with
stories written in the form of scenarios, uses Indonesian in the dialogue, the stage layout
resembles a proscenium, it uses the accompaniment of gong kebyar, and it involves several
sign elements seen in performances, such as make-up, hairstyles, and clothing (costumes),
showing a tendency to be more oriented toward everyday realities [26–29].

The function of Drama Gong in the life of Balinese people has great potential in
carrying out the concept of Rwa Binedha (two sides of life). The Drama Gong show clearly
shows its black and white character through characters and tragic and comedic situations,
and it functions as entertainment as well as a guide for spiritual life [5]. Although it
functions as entertainment, it also contains moral messages that refer to Hindu scriptures.
In this case the Drama Gsong functions as a reflection on religious values as a continuation
of religious ceremonies carried out by Balinese people.

The existence of the performing arts of Drama Gong is very important in the life of
the Balinese people. Apart from being part of Balinese cultural identity, Drama Gong has
developed into a medium of entertainment (spectacle), as well as a medium for educa-
tion (guidance) and social criticism. The Drama Gong can be positioned as a teacher and
students are identified with the audience representing the community [30]. Drama Gong
has also become a medium for social criticism and fairly effective socialization of develop-
ment [2]. Drama Gong has been used as a medium of communication and information to
discuss various social problems in society, including issues of education, economy, health,
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environment, and tourism [31–33]. In addition to entertaining the public, the Drama Story
played in the Drama Gong can function as a mediation between messages or information
from the public to the government indirectly from the dialogue between players regarding
various development issues [34,35].

According to the observations of [36,37] Balinese people are experiencing a product,
which tends to adopt a modern, cosmopolitan culture, young people in Bali tend to prefer
modern arts and culture, including films, music, and various online games that can be
enjoyed through gadgets. Balinese youth prefer to spend their time accessing the internet
rather than learning their traditional arts.

2.2. Hegemony Culture Arts and Technology

The fourth phase of the industrial revolution 4.0 is now marked by the development of
digitalization and automation [38]. Entering the current era of the 4.0 industrial revolution,
the Balinese folk art Drama Gong is now increasingly marginalized. Only a small part
of Balinese people still take care of it. The rapid development of digital information
and communication technology is currently accompanied by the development of modern
entertainment arts in the form of music, films, online games, and other digital-based
entertainment facilities. This is following Antonio Gramsci’s opinion that the media is
a battleground between competing ideologies. The media as a space in which various
ideologies are represented [39]. The media can be a tool to build a dominant culture
and ideology for the interests of the dominant class, as well as a means of struggle for
the oppressed to build culture and ideology against [29]. Through audio-visual shows
in everyone’s hand, modern society is presented with various kinds of entertainment.
This may directly or indirectly reduce their attention to traditional types of entertainment,
including gong plays. Through audio-visual shows in everyone’s hand (gadget), modern
society is presented with various kinds of entertainment. In general, it can be said that
hegemony is closely related to issues that tend to be political. Such an opinion certainly
cannot be blamed because hegemony was initially studied by thinkers in the political field,
such as what was done by Lenin and Antonio Gramsci [40].

Civilization and social life from time to time continue to develop dynamically. The
development of science, technology, economy, art and politics is an element that determines
the dynamics of the development of the community’s life. These elements have a strong
dominance of the socio-cultural development of society [41]. According to Gramsci’s theory,
intellectuals in every hegemonic element control the strength of the hegemony element
for both individual and group interests, but often these intellectuals are also controlled by
the hegemonic power above them. According to Gramsci, usually, the greatest hegemony
power is the State. As an ethnic group living in the archipelago, the Balinese have a wealth
of unique cultural arts and have made Bali an island that is well known in the eyes of the
world. The image of the attraction of foreign tourists to come to Bali is so strong that Bali
has developed into a very famous tourist destination not only domestically but also to
foreign countries. The holistic linkage of Balinese art and culture between art, customs,
religion and ceremonies has provided a special attraction for tourists to come to Bali. This
raises concerns about the shift of concept “I am you” (asah asih asuh) live in Bali which
is the basis for coexistence [42]. The existence of Drama Gong is a medium in the current
era of globalization, the rise of local culture has the opportunity to color national culture,
even global culture. The innovation in the Drama Gong is the answer to the hegemonic
entertainment of modern art in today’s digital era [43].

2.3. Open Innovation of Culture Arts and Technology

Cultural Art innovation is formed in an order of norm values, extending curiosity,
creativity, and flexibility. There is a diversity of open innovation which requires open
trust and norms, responsibility, for the sake of sustainability [44]. Cultural Arts that is
innovation-oriented is the main key in emerging the quality of art products, presentation
displays, and even included in the innovation business model in the scope of art lovers. The
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environment of art actors can make changes in the art environment by adopting cultured
technology. It is even able to become a motivator in changing the characteristics of old
cultural arts for the opportunity for growth and sustainability of cultural arts. Dimensions
in cultural arts apply local wisdom which always has the concept of togetherness, a high
sense of belonging and sharing, maintaining the basic order as a builder of acceptance of
new innovations in technology [45].

Cultural arts in Bali are the basis for guiding people’s lives in Bali, but since Bali
become tourist destination, many cultures will meet and demand that people continue
to transform [46]. Technological advances must be adopted, collaborated with arts, for
cultural example the Drama Gong art so that it can become public entertainment, to deliver
moral messages that maintain the philosophical concept of life in Bali. Art is a performance
expression most commonly found in society which has various implied functions [47].
Drama Gong is a folk art that adapts stories from ancient Balinese literature [48]. Over time,
many mastered arts were able to replace this show. Some modern societies spend more
time in front of gadgets visiting drama venues, but with the persistence and enthusiasm
of the players, this event still has a place in the hearts of the audience [49]. According to
Yamashita [34] The Drama Gong can be recognized and disseminated to the Indonesian
people that this is a performing art from the island of Bali. The hope is that the Indonesian
people will realize that there are performances that can collaborate traditional and modern
elements. By making photography books, it is hoped that the public will also feel the
atmosphere that occurs during the performance so that they want to know more about this
event [47].

Gramsci sees the media as a space in which various ideologies are represented [50].
The media can be a tool to build a dominant culture and ideology for the benefit of the
dominant class, as well as a means of struggle for the oppressed to build culture and fight
ideology. Drama Gong as a traditional communication medium also has a message of
wanting to convey ideology or to society because art without a message is meaningless.

3. Framework Hegemony of Drama Gong

The various articles above have not specifically discussed the counter-hegemony of
Drama Gong to modern entertainment arts, so this study is relevant to be carried out as
part of an effort to publish innovations in the performing arts of Drama Gong in facing the
challenges of today’s modern era. Figure 1 shows the concept of revitalizing the staging of
Drama Gong in Technology Innovation.
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4. Methods

The method in this research is qualitative research with triangulation analysis tech-
niques. Triangulation method is essentially a multi method approach that researchers
take when collecting and analyzing data [51]. Efforts to check the correctness of data or
information obtained by researchers from different points of view by reducing as much as
possible the bias that occurs during collection and analysis. The samples used in this study
were 3 actors who understand and relate to the Drama Gong artwork, namely Drama Gong
observers, Drama Gong performers and Drama Gong viewers. Acquisition of data obtained
by observation, interviews and surveys. Direct interviews were conducted by research and
direct observation into the field. Interviews were conducted with three sources to ensure
that the answers they provide have the same answers so that the validity and reliability
of the data can be trusted. This scientific work aims to discuss the innovation of Drama
Gong in Denpasar City, and Gianyar Regency as an effort to counter-hegemony towards
modern entertainment arts such as films, music, and online games in today’s digital media.
As a result of a qualitative study, basic data were obtained by examining four stories of
Drama Gongs recorded on videos, CDs, and YouTube in the 1980s–2000. Two-story Drama
Gong namely: (1) Angling Dharma from Bintang East Bali, Denpasar Group (the 1980s),
and (2) Jayaprana from Sanggar Kayon, Pejeng Gianyar (2020) recorded in Video, the CD
year 1980-the 1990s and YouTube have been arguing (a) represents his time, (b) there are
variations of the story and representation sekaha (group) Drama Gong, and (c) the authors
involved in the performance, and (d) there is Balinese cultural education delivered by the
clowns, in addition to the core message contained in each story (story) of the show.

Data used as material for this paper were also obtained from reading material related to
the topics discussed, as well as through engaging observations (observation Participatory)
of the performing arts of Drama Gong in 2020 with Jayaprana who is currently playing
produced by Bali TV, where the writer is involved as one of the players, as well as in-
depth interviews with key informants, namely observers of Balinese arts and culture and
representatives of loyal audiences of Drama Gongs in Denpasar City, Gianyar Regency,
and Bangli Regency.

The data obtained were analyzed by applying the theory of semiotics and the theory
of interaction symbolism. Semiotics is a theory of signs [52,53]. The content of the dialogue,
the scene, the appearance of the Drama Gong are signs to be translated further in this study.
Furthermore, to understand the audience’s response to the Drama Gong performance, the
theory of symbolic interactionism is applied. The essence of the theory of interactionism is
that human interactions with each other are influenced by certain symbols [54], including
the content of the dialogue, the scenes in the drama that affect the thoughts and actions of
the audience.

5. Result
5.1. Hegemony of Drama Gong and Digital Media Entertainment

The fourth phase of the industrial revolution (4.0) is now marked by the development
of digitalization and automation, which is a combination of the internet and manufacturing.
The process that occurs is the social and cultural changes that occur rapidly, the basic
concerns basic need and desire community. The basis for this change is the fulfillment of
our desires for the fulfillment of human needs quickly and with quality. Therefore, in the
era of the industrial revolution, many have changed the way humans work from manual
use to automation or digitization [55].

The onslaught of globalization in this digital era, among others, is in the form of the
increasing number of modern arts and culture (entertainment media) that came together
with the 4.0 era in the midst of Balinese people’s lives, directly or indirectly, marginalizing
the existence of the Drama Gong performance. The existence of the Drama Gong has been
hegemonies by a variety of modern entertainment, including music, films, and online
games, efforts to rescue and revitalize the Drama Gong need to be done considering that
this art performance have become part of the cultural identity of the Hindu community in
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Bali [39]. In the current era of globalization, local culture actually has the opportunity to
rise to color national culture, even global culture [40].

To maintain the performing arts of the Drama Gong, several Balinese Drama Gong
groups, especially in some areas such as Denpasar City, Gianyar Regency, and Bangli
Regency, have made improvements so that their Drama Gong groups can still live and
exist [1]. Efforts to maintain the performing arts of the Drama Gong are also a form of
counter-hegemony against modern cultural arts such as music, films and online games
available on this digital media [2]. According to [41], counter-hegemony is a resistance to
the dominant culture. The rise of art and the performance of Drama Gong is a dominant
form of culture in the era of the industrial revolution today. The counter-hegemony is
manifested in at least three things, namely the innovation of the Drama Gong performance,
the application of new technology, and efforts to maintain the function of the Drama Gong
as Balinese cultural education [53].

5.2. Open Innovation Art Performing

By demands of the times, Drama Gong has undergone an intensive process of inno-
vation since the early 1980s, when the development of video recording technology, CDs,
and the growth of TV channels in Indonesia. Several Drama Gong arts groups, namely:
Bintang Bali Timur, Denpasar, Gong Wira Bhuwana and Sanggar Kayon, Gianyar, and
Sancaya Dwipa Milenium, Bangli continue to innovate their Drama Gong performances.
In general, the innovation of Drama Gong includes several aspects, including aspects of
story packaging, dialogue, player regeneration, stage settings, and collaboration with other
artists in Table 1.

Table 1. The Open Innovation of Drama Gong performance at post-1980s.

No Aspect Description

1950-and-1980s Post-1980s

Internal Innovation

1 Open mindset of players
in the era of desruption Traditional staging technology Drama Gong players must be open and accept the reality

of the changing order of society in today’s digital era.

2 Capacity building for
mastery of English Traditional staging Technology

Mastery in english is needed so that the Drama Gong
players are able to convey educational messages to

non-Balinese audiences (foreign tourists).

3 Packaging Story Legends, pennants, folk tales Balinese and, there
is always equipped with a synopsis

Balinese folk tales which shown and created according to
present creation, and long time duration of drama gong
managed accordingly to several episode to adjust time

shown in tv and YouTube.

4 Dialogue Using a single language, namely English Bali Contents dialog contemporary by using three languages
(Balinese, Indonesian, English).

5 regeneration Player dominated by old players Includes millennial players.

6 settings/settings Stage Staged inside the building
Staged inside and outside the building (outdoors)

supported by stage technology applications (reflectors
light), technical editing, and so on.

External Innovation

1 Collaboration with
other arts Only Drama Gong players

• Open innovation is also carried out in collabora-
tion with other artists, including Balinese pop mu-
sicians, comedy, dangdut pop, bebondresan, and
other arts.

2 Digital product
packaging techniques

Traditional staging Technology, or the
performance of Drama Gong in one big stage

directly in front of the audience.

• Product packaging with a time duration arranged
in such a series according to the allocation of broad-
cast time (on TV or YouTube).

• Drama Gong products are packaged in the form of
a CD or MP4 file.

3 Techniques for digital
product distribution

Not through the media of technology as
mediation for the delivery of the entertainment
of Drama Gong, but it is shown directly facing

the audience. The audience can interact directly
with the Drama Gong cultural arts performers

• Channeled through direct and indirect perfor-
mances (CD, TV, online broadcast/YouTube).

Source: processed by the author.
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Table 1 shows innovations in the performing arts of Drama Gong after the 1980s, both
internal and external. Internal innovation is carried out by:

First, the existence of an open mindset of players from the Drama Gong in the current
era of disruption. They must be aware of the changes in the order of life in society in
today’s digital era.

Second, there is an increase in the capacity of the Drama Gong players. Addition-
ally, they are required to understand the performance material, Drama Gong players
are required to master English, so that they are able to convey educational messages to
non-Balinese audiences (foreign tourists).

Third, there is the packaging of the story (lelampahan) of the Drama Gong. The new
play performed by the Drama Gong differs than the traditional theater which the creator
does not know [56–59]. The era of the Industrial Revolution 4.0 which was marked by
the development of digital technology, was written as the basis for the performance of
the Drama Gong to be seen as increasingly important for its duration, both through the
online TV channel Drama Gong broadcast on YouTube [60–63]. To add variety, the Drama
Gong story can be taken from the legendary story (Mahabharata, Panji Malat) or some
Indonesian folk tales such as “Keong Mas, Ande-ande Lumut, and Golek Kencana”. The
story told by the Drama Gong performance and Balinese traditional arts is imbued with
the principle of balance (rwa bhineda) or harmony between good and bad, two different
forces, positive-negative, top-down, good-bad, mutually and mutually need.

Fourth, innovation in terms of contemporary dialogue by using Indonesian and
English as a distraction, in addition to Balinese as the main performance language. In the
2020 version of the Jayaprana story, this was shown, among others, in the dialogue of the
clerks who were accompanying the governor of Sawunggaling who delivered education
related to preventing the transmission of Covid19. At the time when the scene came out
of the bathroom, the clerk stated that “to wash hands” or washing hands is important,
besides wear a mask and keep your distance (social distancing) to avoid Covid19.

Fifth, there is a regeneration of Drama Gong players by including millennial generation
players. In cultivating the Jayaprana story produced by Bali TV, the Balinese young
generation is deliberately played more actively, both as players, make-up, choreography
sections, and other supporting crews. The involvement of these young players is also to
ensure that there is a process of art-cultural inheritance to the next generation. The Drama
Gong is presented in a new style that can captivate the millennial generation. In addition
to involving the millennial generation, the packaging of this new model of Drama Gong is
an effort to save this art performance so that it continues to exist coloring Balinese cultural
arts. This Drama Gong innovation is also a form of counter-hegemony to the existence of
entertainment (including online games virtual world) which is now more loved by young
people in Bali. Through traditional art shows, including Drama Gong on TV and YouTube,
it is hoped that Balinese young people can get to know the cultural traditions of their
ancestors [64,65].

Sixth, the setting stage of the Jayaprana story (a very kind young Balinese man)
produced by Bali TV (2020) is deliberately set up inside the building and outside the
building (open nature) by taking the background in a palace/castle in Bali, as a soap opera
so that the atmosphere is more lively and more challenging. The presentation of the story
with scenes per episode, with more mature management, involves many IT experts. The
shooting of the Drama Gong in the open is certainly supported by the Bali TV creative
team. The existence of a creative team is very vital both in the process of preparing and
implementing the Drama Gong performances and in the packaging of the shows. The team
creative manages the plays that need to be performed, manages the make-up, the clothes of
the players, the selection of the shooting location, as well as the timing and schedule for the
drama. The creative team also manages the duration of the performance and the packaging
of the Drama Gong, both on CD recordings that can be played via video or broadcast on
TV and channels YouTube.
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In addition to some of the internal innovations mentioned above, the new version of
the Drama Gong is also conducting open innovation, accepting elements from outside for
further refinement of its appearance. This open innovation includes several things.

First, Collaboration with other artists in the performance of an innovative version
of the Drama Gong which has been in process since the 1990s has been enriched with
various modern arts, such as the improvisation of dangdut songs, comedy elements, and
the need to collaborate with other arts that can boost the existence of Drama Gong, as in
its heyday and the performance of the Drama Gong was also coupled with other arts that
happened to have a rising reputation. The Drama Gong in the 1990s era was also combined
with performances of Balinese pop songs and comedy, bebondresan and jogged dance
(Balinese dance of female dancers inviting men to the stage) witnessed in the Drama Gong
Pengamen, which was performed in 2000 accompanied by Indonesian-language dangdut
songs accompanied by a keyboard or piano, not a traditional gamelan.

Second, external innovation is also carried out in the packaging of the Drama Gong art
product. In addition to managing art products with such time durations in a serial manner
according to their broadcast time allocation (on TV or YouTube), Drama Gong art products
are deliberately packaged in CD or MP4 files to be marketed to the public.

Third, external innovation is also carried out in the distribution of the Drama Gong
art product. Performance media do not only rely on live shows that can be watched by
audiences but have utilized digital technology, both through television broadcast channels
and YouTube channels and Drama Gong has been uploaded on the YouTube network with
the long and short duration to be able to display shows that are in line with expectations the
audience. The use of digital technology in the form of YouTube in the era of the Industrial
Revolution 4.0 has now become a demand so that the Drama Gong performance art can be
spread more widely [64]. Technology makes Drama Gong performances not only watched
by Balinese people on the Island of the Gods but can be watched by people throughout
corners of the world [5].

5.3. Open Innovation Application of Technology

The efforts to revitalize the Drama Gong are supported by the application of the most
updated technology. Technology applications are needed to support staging on sound
systems and LCD devices, packaging and distribution of the performance arts of the Drama
Gong in the form of recordings on CD, TV shows, and YouTube. Entering the era of the
Industrial Revolution 4.0, the ability to adapt and transform is an important factor that
artists must have because information and communication technology is the core of every
aspect of the creative process that artists adopt [66].

After the 1990s, TV developed, accompanied by digital media/cyberspace in the form
of YouTube in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0. The Balinese millennial generation is
more likely to become consumers of digital entertainment, online games, at the same time
they are leaving traditional arts, including Drama Gongs, because the packaging is less
attractive. With the open innovation of the Jayaprana story Drama Gong on Bali TV (2020)
some Balinese young people return to liking the Drama Gong performance art inherited
from their ancestors. The results of interviews with three Drama Gong actors, namely art
observers, performers and Drama Gong viewers regarding the packaging of Drama Gong.

Drama Gong is a fan of many circles, there are several plays or stories that have
become legends and stick to the hearts of the people, for example, Punakawan’s
story is funny and amusing. The message conveyed through the players is not
only funny to see but full of moral messages, including about how to develop
areas in Bali. The message about the vision of the development of today’s Balinese
leaders, namely Sat kerthi Loka Bali, who wants to strengthen traditions in Bali.
Preservation of Drama Gong is important so that millennials do not always play
games so that with the innovation of Drama Gong, it becomes a show through
TV and YouTube that is very popular with young people

(Prof. Dr. I Wayan Dibia, Wayan Sugita, Juni Ambara, interview, 10 November 2020).
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The Drama Gong is an alternative spectacle of Balinese cultural arts that can be enjoyed
by Balinese people and young people through television or YouTube. The packaging of
Drama Gong performances with technological means makes the return of this art favored
by millennial so that this is a form of counter-hegemony against the dominance of modern
entertainment arts so that young Balinese as the next generation do not get more immersed
in the hedonist and capitalistic culture brought by online digital media.

5.4. The Drama Gong and Balinese Culture Education

According to [6] the counter—hegemony of Drama Gong to modern entertainment
media entertainment today is also reflected in the development of Drama Gongs as a
medium for cultural education to strengthen ethnic identity and the continuity of the
cultural traditions of the Balinese Hindu community. Through the Drama Gong the
traditional values of the Balinese Hindu community can be maintained [67]. There are
several educational messages about the Drama Gong culture that are often conveyed in
Drama Gong performances [63].

First, education on the importance of the Tri Hita Karana philosophy [68], namely the
three basic teachings of Balinese Hinduism, namely human efforts to establish a harmonious
relationship with God (parahyangan), maintaining a harmonious relationship with each
other (pawongan), and maintaining harmony in life with the environment (palemahan).

Second, related to efforts to harmonize relationships between humans, the Drama
Gong also has a role in preserving the Balinese language. The cultural treasures of the
Balinese Hindu community will remain steady, sustainable as long as they can maintain the
existence of the Balinese language [69]. The Balinese language could disappear on the face
of the earth in 2041 if the Balinese young generation did not use the Balinese language [50].
So that the effort to develop the Balinese language becomes important, among others,
the material for coaching the Balinese language in the Drama Gong is about the Balinese
language sor-singgih. Sor-singgih Balinese language is for the norm of politeness [30].
In the development of the Balinese language, it is also related to the social stratification
of the Balinese people. The description of the social stratification of the Balinese Hindu
community is shown in the dialogue of the rulers, namely the governor of Sawonggaling
and his clerks in the following Jayaprana story in 2000.

“Uduh, cai parekan bena ajak dadua, sayaga cai, bena lakar ke alase, ngatehang I
Nyoman Jayaprana.” It means “Hi, my servants, get ready, I will go to the forest
to escort I Nyoman Jayaprana”.

“Inggih Ratu Gusti patih, Durusang Mamargi, Titiang Sampun sayaga jagi ngir-
ing Pamargin gusti”. This means yes gusti patih, after you, I am ready to ac-
company Gusti on the journey, escorting Nyoman Jayaprana to the middle of
the forest.

Third, Drama Gong also conveys social criticism, delivered by players of Drama Gong
clowns about issues related to health, education, the environment in the life of Balinese
cultural tourism. The social criticism of the Drama Gong also highlights social inequalities
that cause social anxiety, where humor is needed to accommodate aspirations that are not
officially voiced by comedians or Drama Gong performers. Humor is deliberately presented
as a satire, criticism of the imbalance that occurs is also packaged a little satire, ridicule,
jokes, and protests are expressions of oppression, from a condition of powerlessness [70].
The social criticism of the Drama Gong is conveyed persuasively, does not directly attack
the person but can effectively raise awareness of the despicable nature of arrogance, greed,
human selfishness and the arbitrariness of the authorities, such as the story of “Jayaprana”
on Bali television in 2020 [40].

Fourth, the Drama Gong cultural education is also enriched with messages on Balinese
local development. The Bali TV drama series in the year 2020, specifically discusses the
vision of the Bali Provincial Government “Nangun Sat Kerti Loka Bali”. The vision is
intended to lead to a New Era of Bali, which is an era marked by a new life order. This vision
is translated through a pattern of overall development plans, which implies maintaining the
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sanctity and harmony of Bali and its contents to create the life manners of Bali as Prosperous.
the principle of Trisakti Bung Karno that is sovereign in Politics, economically independent,
and with a cultural personality through development in a patterned, comprehensive,
planned, directed, and integrated manner within the framework of the Unitary State of the
Republic of Indonesia based on the Pancasila Values of 1 June 1945 [71].

The presentation of a classic story in Drama Gong performance that has a symbolic
content to be conveyed to the public. In accordance with theory of symbolic interac-
tionism [68], along with technological advances, Drama Gong has made innovations so
that the language used can be understood by the audience. The educational material for
Drama Gong is communicative enough to be used. The awareness and participation of
the audience. In order not to disappear by the times, the effort to revitalize the Drama
Gong according to the latest technological developments needs to be done considering
that this art performance has become part of the cultural identity of the Hindu community
in Bali [39,69]. This revitalization is carried out by rearranging the plays shown, profes-
sional management, clothing arrangements, dialogues and acting, timing and lighting, by
involving the millennial generation in Table 1.

Developing creative ideas that can read the tastes of the audience at any time or pro-
viding information about issues that are currently popular by utilizing digital technology
is a media discourse as well as a cultural practice for the audience [72]. Drama Gong has
given cultural meaning oriented to creative and modern thoughts but still based on positive
traditions that reflect the personality of the national culture [73]. From an existentialism
perspective, the Drama Gong is essentially a basic problem of human life as a vehicle for
maintaining cultural values in Bali that should be inherited by the younger generation.

6. Conclusions

Drama Gong is a Balinese folk art performance that was born in the late 1950s. The
technology era shifted the Drama Gong to become a favorite spectacle for the Balinese
people because it was shifted by other entertainment media [74]. To maintain its existence
and revitalize Drama Gong, several Drama Gong groups in the city of Bali since the early
1980s have taken steps to revitalize the performance of Drama Gong. The revitalization
of Drama Gong is carried out as a form of counter-hegemony towards today’s modern
entertainment [75]. The counter-hegemony is manifested in at least three things, namely
(1) innovation in Drama Gong performance which involves packaging story themes, cloth-
ing (costumes), various dialogues, involvement of millennial players, and set/stage per-
formances supported by digital technology; (2) application of new technology to support
the packaging and performances of Drama Gong in the form of TV and YouTube shows;
and (3) efforts to maintain the function of Drama Gong as Balinese cultural education to
strengthen ethnic identity and the continuity of the cultural traditions of the people in Bali.
Following the revitalization of Drama Gong according to the times that involve the young
generation of Bali must always be able to develop sustainable innovation. Open Innovation
Drama Gong must be done internally and externally by always sharing knowledge. This
open innovation increases the marketing strategy sector for Drama Gong which is also
needed so that the broadcast of Drama Gong through digital media channels, television, or
YouTube can be known by all generations across countries [76]. The openness of innovation
both internally and externally is expected to bring positive changes in the preservation
of cultural arts so that the openness of innovation in the art of Drama Gong, provides
sustainability for this art. Internal and external innovation can bring sustainability in the
arts and culture sector [77]
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